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SPIRITUAL CONVERSATIONS VIA SKYPE (3)
Ξένες γλώσσες / In English

Continued from (2)

Virtual family

I will tell you again about one of my personal experiences. At some point of time 
Father told me: ‘Connect to Skype.” I did not know whether he was speaking 
metaphorically, “skaj” as heavens in English, so that I would pay more attention to 
heavenly things and spiritual way of living, or he was talking about the Skype 
program. So I asked him and got the answer to connect to Skype program. Then I 
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notice that, for example, my phone bill is much lower. I can see that Father gives 
me some advices to make my life easier. That is how I got familiar with the Skype, 
which did not interest me previously; I was more interested in a writing program, 
and the things that I work on. This is only a small example of how Father helps 
people by making their spiritual and practical sides of life easier.

Question: In this book Father Gabriel often mentions the virtual family, which 
connects all people who communicate to him into one, no matter where they are. 
Therefore, now we could talk about the two aspects that this book reveals. One 
aspect is the assembly, the collectiveness since many people met thanks to the 
web-site of the Monastery Lepavina and thanks to the effort of Father Gabriel. 
Many people virtually met this way, and now many collaborate, comfort each other, 
and communicate to each other. The second aspect, which we can talk about, 
would represent the positive characteristics and the mission, if we can call it so, of 
computers in spiritual life. Father Gabriel once said that young people, who are 
frightened by computers, do not want to work on computers and are afraid in some 
way, contact him. (περισσότερα…)
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